Avalon’s Audiovisual work in Hyrax: It’s About Time
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Avalon 6.X Metadata

- Administrative, Structural, and Technical Metadata already stored as RDF
- Descriptive Metadata - MODS XML based
Avalon 7 Metadata

• Avalon as a plug-in for Hyrax
• Move from MODS XML to RDF
• Be available as a Work Type in Hyrax
Descriptive Metadata Added

- Note and note types: Performers, Table of Contents
- Subjects: Topical, Geographical, Temporal
- Identifiers: LCCN, OCLC, Matrix Number

NEW AVALON AUDIOVISUAL WORK TYPE!
Same Avalon fields!

Now with more Hyrax interface!
What’s Next?

• Refine Model for next Avalon release cycle
  – Add controlled vocabularies
  – Rightsstatements.org integration
  – Add validation

• Later releases
  – Batch ingest spreadsheet updated
  – Developing a migration path
Thank you!
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